
excessive coactivation patterns in CP
gait is an adaptation in muscle dy-
namics to allow for small increases in
stride length, stride frequency, and
walking speed. From this perspec-
tive, it can be hypothesized that the
application of functional electrical
stimulation for a number of weeks in
children with CP improves not only
impulse, but also stiffness, stride
length, stride frequency, and walk-
ing speed.

A full understanding of changes in
trunk and hip muscle activation pat-
terns during walking in children
with CP in comparison with children
with TD requires using normalized
walking speed as a reference and de-
tailed understanding of the coordina-

tion dynamics and biomechanics of
gait. Without these requirements, it
is difficult to provide a valid compar-
ison between CP and TD gait, allow-
ing for a theoretical understanding of
the observed changes in muscle dy-
namics in children with CP. Children
with CP walk slower than children
with TD, which may allow for the
emergence of different trunk and in-
terlimb coordination patterns and,
therefore, different muscle activa-
tion patterns.
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We thank Wagenaar1 for his perspec-
tive on the influence of walking
speed on muscle activation patterns
and appreciate his contributions to
the understanding of coordination
dynamics during walking. We recog-
nize that both trunk muscle activa-
tion patterns and kinematic trunk dy-
namics are important components of
gait biomechanics and that each may
influence the other. We emphasize,
however, that neither can be in-
ferred from the other at current lev-
els of understanding.

The results that Wagenaar cites on
the speed thresholds for different
phase relationships of the pelvis and
thorax2 originate from data from 4
adults who were healthy. With a
small adult sample, we hesitate to
assume that those speed thresholds
for trunk and interlimb coordination
are similar in young children during
the first few years of walking. Wa-
genaar also suggests that despite the
2 groups having equal months of

walking experience, the group with
typical development (TD) likely had
greater amounts of walking practice
than the group with cerebral palsy
(CP), which “supports the observed
difference in normalized walking
speed.”1 It might be extrapolated
from this statement that children
with CP simply need more practice
to be able to walk faster. Clinicians,
unfortunately, are well aware that
this is not the case. In our study,
there was no increase in normalized
speed as a function of practice in
either group, nor was there a differ-
ence in normalized speed with age
after the first year of walking as re-
ported in Sutherland and colleagues’
seminal work.3 Thus, we conclude
that walking practice alone does not
predict walking speed.

In Wagenaar and colleagues’ previ-
ous work,4 axial stiffness of the trunk
in children with TD increased with
increasing walking speed; the find-
ing of increased axial stiffness was

consistent with results of other stud-
ies cited in that article. There was, as
the authors mention, “no attempt to
differentiate the contribution of pas-
sive stiffness due to the elastic prop-
erties of connective tissues such as
ligaments and active stiffness due to
muscle contraction.”4(p754) Given
these results, if children with CP ex-
hibited walking characteristics of in-
dividuals with TD and if children
with CP walk slower than those with
TD, then it might be predicted that
children with CP would exhibit less
stiffness than individuals with TD.
This scenario is counter to what we
observed in children with CP in the
present study.5 Rather, the slower
walking individuals with CP demon-
strated much greater co-contraction
than their faster walking counter-
parts with TD.

We believe our proposal that the dif-
ferences in muscle activity observed
between the groups with CP and TD
are attributable to the brain injury
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resulting in CP and not a result of
slower walking is supported by the
literature. As mentioned in our arti-
cle, previous studies6,7 showed that
for children with TD there were sig-
nificant changes in electromyogra-
phy (EMG) signal amplitude, with lit-
tle effect on the timing of the muscle
activation at the walking speeds
demonstrated by our group with CP.
Schwartz et al8 reported decreased
EMG amplitude at slow and very
slow speeds for all lower-extremity
muscles studied in children with TD.
Therefore, if our results were attrib-
utable to gait speed, activation time
would be expected to be smaller in
the group with CP as a result of re-
duced signal amplitude during slow
walking (as amplitude decreases, ac-
tivity during a smaller percentage of
the gait cycle would be above the
threshold). This scenario is again
counter to the observations of the
current study and further empha-
sizes the presence of excessive mus-
cle activity in the group with CP.

We make 2 final points regarding the
influence of walking speed on EMG
data in general. First, caution should
be taken in extrapolating from stud-
ies that report differences in EMG
patterns within individuals walking
at varied speeds to data that are be-
ing compared between groups who
walk at different speeds. To our
knowledge, no one has compared
muscle activity during self-selected
and fixed speeds between specific
patient and control groups in order
to determine whether activation pat-
terns during either self-selected or
fixed speeds more closely approxi-
mate each other across specific diag-
nostic groups.

Second, although we agree that
walking speed can be a confounding
factor in interpreting EMG data, we
maintain that this depends on the
study design. For example, if the re-
search question is to investigate the
effects of a lower-extremity orthosis
on trunk and proximal muscle func-
tion during walking, we agree that
walking speed is a confounding fac-
tor and postulate that a pretest-
posttest study design in which walk-
ing speed is controlled would be the
most appropriate for the study. In
the design of the present study, how-
ever, we did not investigate an
intervention, nor did we explore the
relationship of a particular biome-
chanical measure to changes in walk-
ing speed. We explored what occurs
in the development of walking in
children with CP versus those with
TD using a cross-sectional design.
Thus, in our case, we feel that it is
more important for walking speed to
be a dependent variable measured
across groups. Walking speed con-
ceived as an independent variable
controlled across groups addresses a
decidedly different question.

This discussion highlights a difficult
problem, as well as several gaps, in
our existing knowledge of gait bio-
mechanics and the development of
impaired walking in specific patient
groups. As clinicians and research-
ers, we need to explore all of the
avenues mentioned in Wagenaar’s
commentary to reduce the current
limitations of our knowledge. Inves-
tigating trunk kinematics and coordi-
nation dynamics in early walkers
with and without CP would be a
valuable endeavor and could aid
in the development of treatment
programs.

We appreciate this opportunity to
share our work and to discuss a topic
relevant to several areas in physical
therapy, including gait biomechan-
ics, research methods, pediatrics,
and neurology. We hope this discus-
sion contributes to the understand-
ing of the choices with which
researchers struggle and the limita-
tions to interpretation of which cli-
nicians should be aware. We look
forward to further investigation of
the influence of walking speed on
muscle activation patterns, particu-
larly across various diagnostic groups.
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